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Abstract

istics and Intra-word characteristics are modeled independently,
it can be easily applied to cover more general OOV words. If
this model proves to be useful for general OOV words, it offers
a fundamental solution to the problem of exhaustive listing of
task specific words.
In this paper, we generalize OOV words to all noun classes
when adapting a language model to another task. As most task
specific OOV words belong to the noun category and a training
corpus for task adaptation is usually too small to cover them all,
the OOV problem is quite serious. In Section 2, the structure of
the hierarchical language model is explained with emphasis on
word structure to reflect phonotactic constraints and its advantages. In Section 3, the experimental conditions and setup are
described. The experimental results are set forth in section 4,
and our conclusions are set forth in section 5.

Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problems are frequently seen when
adapting a language model to another task where there are some
observed word classes but few individual words, such as names,
places and other proper nouns. Simple task adaptation cannot
handle this problem properly. In this paper, for task dependent OOV words in the noun category, we adopt a hierarchical language model. In this modeling, the lower class model
expressing word phonotactics does not require any additional
task dependent corpora for training. It can be trained independent of the upper class model of conventional word class
N-grams, as the proposed hierarchical model clearly separates
Inter-word characteristics and Intra-word characteristics. This
independent-layered training capability makes it possible to apply this model to general vocabularies and tasks in combination with conventional language model adaptation techniques.
Speech recognition experiments showed a 19-point increase in
word accuracy (from 54% to 73%) in the with-OOV sentences,
and comparable accuracy (85%) in the without-OOV sentences,
compared with a conventional adapted model. This improvement corresponds to the performance when all OOVs are ideally
registered in a dictionary.

2. Hierarchical Language Model
2.1. Model overview
Our proposed hierarchical language model consists of two layers, an Inter-word class N-gram model and an Intra-word structure model. The Inter-word class N-gram model is formalized
by a class N-gram model [6] [7], and provides constraints for
word to word (including OOVs) transitions. On the other hand,
the Intra-word structure model is formalized by a word structure
model [5], and provides phonotactic constraints for OOVs. In
the proposed model, these two language models are hierarchically combined, thus ensuring supporting that all OOVs belong
to some specific class. Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed language model.
The hierarchical language model as a management measure
to OOV words separates clearly and uses independently the following two constraints:

1. Introduction
As linguistic constraints for continuous speech recognition,
task-specific word and word class N-grams have been widely
used. For the training of N-grams, a task specific language corpus is needed, which highly restricts the portability of speech
recognition technology. There are many cases when language
data are not available to attain word neighboring statistics or
the full list of candidate word entries. For data scarcity, language model adaptation techniques have been widely used
[1][2]. Though these adaptation techniques can contribute to the
improvement of recognition performance when some amount
of language data is available, they cannot cope with out-ofvocabulary (OOV) words. To cope with OOV problems, OOV
models have been proposed for some specific word classes
[3][4].
The hierarchical language model [4][5] that we had proposed enabled the identification of OOV word classes for personal names and places without degrading the recognition performance of words in the lexicon. As the proposed language
model has a hierarchical structure where Inter-word character-

• A constraint on the morae connection characteristics that
participate in word formation.
• A constraint on the word neighboring characteristics as
grammar.
In this model, the morae connection characteristic is specified
independently of the task for recognition. Therefore, it can be
used for a different task, without any changes. Furthermore, improvement in performance can be expected for a more general
vocabulary and a more general task.
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• Position dependent morae successions must be extracted.
These morae successions can represent frequent morae
sequences in the word head or tail, such as ”re-” or ”in-”
in the word head and ”-tion” in the tail.

Inter-word class N-gram
Class A…N

Class I

Class J

2.3.3. Expand to N-gram representation

Intra-word structure
model

The above structure can be expanded to a N-gram representation. The occurrence probabilities of OOVs with a length-N
morae sequence M, P (OOVM ), can be Represented by the following N-gram style equations:

Intermediate state

From Inter-word
Initial state

To Inter-word

P (OOVM ) = P (mB )P (m2 |mB )

Final state

when N > 2, and

(P (mi |mi−1 ))P (mE |mN−1 )
(2)

P (OOVM ) = P (mB )P (mE |mB )

when N = 2,
where mB and mE represent the beginning and ending morae
or morae succession, and mi represents the i-th intermediate
morae or morae succession.

Figure 1: Experimental system configuration

2.4. Model composition

2.2. Inter-word class N-gram model

In the hierarchical language model, transition target words are
both OOV and In-lexicon words. Transition probabilities to Inlexicon words can be trained according to training corpus. However, transition probabilities to the OOV cannot be obtained.
Therefore, transition probabilities to In-lexicon words must be
distributed to OOV words. In this model, we assume that all
of the OOV words belong to the noun category. The transition probabilities to In-lexicon noun words, P (N oun|X), are
discounted, and the discounted probabilities are assigned to the
OOV words as shown in the following equations:

A class N-gram language model is proposed to avoid the data
sparseness problem. This Model is also effective for rapid adaptation [8] [9], and training on a small data set. In the class Ngram model, the transition probability to word wi (P (wi )) is
calculated by the following equation:
P (wi ) = P (ci |cN−i+1 , ..., ci−2 , ci−1 ), P (wi |ci )

(3)

(1)

where ci denotes the word class in which word wi belongs. In
this model, all of the OOVs belong to a single word class cOOV .
2.3. Intra-word structured model
2.3.1. Constraints for morae sequence considering its length



P̂ (N oun|X) = (1 − λ)P (N oun|X)

(4)

P (cOOV |X) = λ

(5)

P (N oun|X)

Noun

where P̂ represents the transition probability after discounting.
The transition probabilities for the OOV class are obtained
according to the Above equation. The occurrence probabilities
of the OOV words from the OOV class are obtained according
to equations (2) and (3). The total probabilities of OOV words
with morae sequence M from word X are obtained according
to the following equation:

The word structure model can be represented by a probabilistic Finite-State-Automaton with three states, beginning, intermediate and ending. For each state, morae or morae successions are assigned. This structure can represent not only morae
to morae (or morae successions) transition probabilities in the
OOV, but also can give the OOV’s morae length constraints.
The word morae length can be approximated by Gamma distribution [4]. For the OOV with a short length morae, the probability for morae successions in the beginning directly gives the
value of the Gamma distribution. For the OOV with a long
length morae, a self-loop transition in the intermediate state
provides the Exponential distribution value. Exponential distribution Exp(X) provides good approximation for the Gamma
distribution Gamma(X) if X is large.

P (OOV |X) = P (cOOV |X)P (OOVM )

(6)

3. Speech Recognition Experimental Setup
3.1. Tasks, training and evaluation sets
We have evaluated the proposed model in continuous speech
recognition with language model adaptation. In the experiment,
we used two sets of different corpora. The first is the Japanese
travel conversation corpus, which is composed of 432,639 sentences [10]. The second is the Japanese appointment conversation corpus, which is composed of 8,020 sentences [11]. All of
the sentences in the first corpus are used for the model training.
The second corpus is split into 5,480 sentences for the training
and 2,540 sentences for the evaluation. Two evaluation sets are
created with the above 2,540 sentences. The first is 663 sentences that contain at least one OOV word (a total of 897 OOV
words). The second is 626 sentences without OOV words.

2.3.2. Extraction of morae successions
For extracting morae successions, the following two issues are
considered:
• Frequent morae successions must be extracted to avoid
the data sparseness problem. Additionally, frequent
morae successions can give a good approximation of the
Gamma distribution. This means that frequent morae sequences can have a good approximation of its probabilities.
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3.2. Generation of hierarchical N-grams

– 1400-state 5-mixture HMnet model based on MLSSS [12]

3.2.1. Inter-word class N-gram

– Automatic selection of gender dependent models

For creating an Inter-word class N-gram, 432,639 sentences of
the travel conversation corpus are used as the adaptation source
(general) data. 5,480 sentences of the appointment conversation
corpus are used as the adaptation target data. These 432,639 +
5,480 sentences include 4,1732 words, and the lexicon size is
also 4,1732 words. For the adaptation, occurrences in the adaptation target data are weighted by parameter α. The weighted
occurrence of word (or word sequence) W is given by the following equation:
C(W ) = Csource (W ) + αCtarget (W )

• Decoder [13]
– frame-synchronized viterbi search word lattice
output
In the second pass, pruning for the outputted word lattice is performed. Pruning is necessary because, in the simple combining of the Inter-word class N-gram and Intra-word
structure model, back-off smoothing gives non-zero probabilities of unreasonable transitions, such as from the word
to the intermediate morae or ending morae. To avoid these
unreasonable transitions, Finite-State-Automaton is used. In
this Finite-State-Automaton, only reasonable transitions are accepted. Therefore, the intersection of the outputted word lattice
and the Finite-State-Automaton includes only reasonable transition passes. The final 1-best result is selected from this intersected word lattice.

(7)

In this experiment, α is set to 50 based on a preliminary
experiment. Automatic word clustering [7] is performed using
the above occurrence. The number of created word classes is
880. The class N-gram is created from these word classes and
the above occurrences. The Good-Turing discount is used for
smoothing.

4. Speech Recognition Results

3.2.2. Intra-word structure model

4.1. Comparison target models

For creating the Intra-word structure model, nouns in the adaptation source data that occur less than 200 times. The reason
that only words occurring less than 200 times are used is that
words with a high occurrence are usually general words that
can be observed in small adaptation target data. For the training and extraction of morae successions, the occurrence of each
noun is considered. Special symbols are added to the first and
the last morae to assign different probabilities in the beginning
and ending states. For example, for the noun with the morae
sequence ”a b c d e”, the following symbol sequence is used for
the training:

We prepare the following three language models for comparison
with the proposed model.
• Word 2-gram
This is the most conventional model. The training set is
the same as The Inter-word class N-gram in the proposed
model, and the lexical entry is 4,1732, which is also the
same as the Inter-word class N-gram.
• Class 2-gram
This model is only an Inter-word class N-gram model.
The number of classes is 880, which is the same as the
proposed model.

<s> Ba b c d eE <e>
where, ”<s>” and ”<e>” are the symbols that represent the
data start and end. For the no-observed morae to morae transition, The Good-Turing discount is used for smoothing. For
the extraction of morae successions, we select morae sequences
with a greater than 200 times occurrence with a length from 3
to 8. The total number of morae and morae successions is 155
morae and 212 morae successions for the beginning state, 159
morae and 94 morae successions for the intermediate state and
157 morae and 252 morae successions for the ending state.

• Upper Limit Model
This model is the same as the above word 2-gram model
without the training data and lexicon. For the training
of this model, additional adaptation data is used. In this
data, all of the OOV words in the evaluation set are observed once. Therefore, all of the OOV words have 1gram probabilities calculated by α = 50 occurrence.
This additional adaptation data simulates the ideal adaptation data. Therefore, this model will give almost the
upper limit performance in an OOV test set.

3.3. Parameter in model combining

4.2. Performance comparison in proposed model

To combine the Inter-word class N-gram and Intra-word structure model, discount Parameter λ given in equations (4) and (5)
must be fixed. The OOV rate in the evaluation set of 2,540
sentences is 0.022(2.2%). The total word 1-gram of nouns
in the training data is 0.18 (18%). Therefore, we set λ to
0.12 = 0.022/0.18.

The proposed model is evaluated in comparison with the above
three models in two evaluation sets, the with-OOV set and the
without-OOV set. In the evaluation, two measures are used. The
first measure is the conventional word accuracy and correct. In
the proposed model, if the OOV words are recognized as OOV
words, we consider the OOV words to be correctly recognized
if its morae sequence is not correct. The word accuracy and
correct of each model in each evaluation set is shown in Table
1. The second measure is the OOV and In-lexicon word recall.
This measure is only used With the with-OOV set. The word
recall is given by

3.4. Decoding conditions
The decoding conditions in the first pass are as follows:
• Acoustic features
– Sampling rate 16 kHz
– Frame shift 10 msec

Recall = R/M

– MFCC 12 + their delta and delta power, total 25

(8)

where M represents the number of OOV (or In-lexicon) words
and R represents the number of correctly recognized OOV (or

• Acoustic models
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Table 1: Accuracy and Correct in each evaluation set

Kind of Model
Word 2-gram
Class 2-gram
Upper Limit
Propose Model

Without-OOV set
Accuracy/Correct
85.1/88.6
84.9/88.6
85.1/88.6
85.2/87.9

Table 2: Recall of OOV and In-lexicon words in the with-OOV
set

With-OOV set
Accuracy/Correct
52.8/73.7
54.2/73.6
74.3/81.8
73.1/83.2

Kind of Model
Word 2-gram
Class 2-gram
Upper Limit
Propose Model

OOV
57.3
68.6

In lexicon words
82.2
82.1
84.6
84.9

words by splitting an Intra-word class into multiple sub-classes
where the phonotactic differences of the task specific OOVs can
be modeled properly. We believe that these hierarchical language models will integrate different language constraints properly and enable task-free speech recognition using linguistically
rich, multiple statistical data harmoniously.

In-lexicon) words. The word recall of each model in the withOOV evaluation set is shown in Table 2.
In the without-OOV evaluation set, word accuracy and correct for each model are almost comparable, even though some
words are recognized as OOV words in the proposed model.
This result means that the word structure model in the proposed
model perform satisfactorily, if an OOV word is not included.
Furthermore, many mis-recognized OOV words have the same
or similar morae sequence as the correct words.
In the with-OOV evaluation set, each model gives quite different accuracy. The accuracy in the upper limit case is (74.3%),
which is about 10 points lower than The without-OOV set. The
reason for this difference is that long or complex sentences tend
to include OOV words, and long or complex sentences are difficult to recognize. The accuracies in the word 2-gram and class
2-gram model are quite low (52.8% and 54.2%). These accuracies are almost 20 points lower than the upper limit model.
On the other hand, the proposed model resulted in 73.1% accuracy, which is only 1.2 points lower than the upper limit model.
The proposed model resulted in 1.4 points higher word correct
than upper limit model, even though the accuracy is 1.2 points
lower. In Japanese, almost all proper nouns (almost OOV words
belong), such as company names, are compound nouns. In the
proposed model, these compound noun OOVs are sometimes
separately recognized as OOVs and In-lexicon words (or OOVs
and OOVs). Segmentation of Japanese compound nouns is very
difficult, and is sometimes carried out as a ”Named entity problem” in post-processing. Therefore, the OOV detection capacity
of the proposed model is comparable or higher than the upper
limit model.
Next, we evaluate the word recall in the with-OOV set
shown in Table 2. The word 2-gram and class 2-gram models resulted in a 2.4 points lower recall for the In-lexicon words,
since the OOV words damage the neighboring words. The proposed model resulted in comparable recall for the In-lexicon
words and an 11-point higher recall for the OOV words. This
means that the proposed model can correctly detect OOV words
without damage to neighboring In-lexicon words.
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